


“Life is more important than art;
that's what makes art important."

–James Baldwin



As an abstract creative professional and aspiring writer,
the way I approach my work is through the intermix of
conceptualizing creative content, copy-writing, editing,

photo-editing, branding, digital photography,
communication, and individuality.

In 2019 I launched www.VidaleBarsir.com, my official
website and portfolio. I believe today's World, one which
celebrates individualism and distinctiveness, allows for us
to integrate imagination as a fundamental effort into the
work we produce – work that draws thoughtful emotional

response.
My portfolio highlights an ability to create engaging,

introspective work, reflective of my personal and
professional talents. The work is authentic and mindful,
and will encourage viewers, readers, and/or consumers to

champion that which makes them 1 of 1.
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Inspired writer and blogger experienced in social media
and music journalism. Authentic written eye for crafting
dynamic and compelling content, conceiving captivating
blog posts, and managing social media pages. Excellent
communication and interpersonal skills. Creative Director
for VidaleBarsir.com, a personal blog/portfolio dedicated
to showcasing original work.

ExeCUtiVE suMmARy

VIdaLE BArSir
WwW.v IDalEBarS Ir .Com

Branding
Content Creation
Copy�writing 
Photography
Photo Editing
Graphic Design
Social Media
Customer Service
Creative Vision

AreAS of EXpeRtISe

VidaleBarsir.com
February 2019 - Present

CrEaTIve DIreCtOR, wRIteR, bLOgGer, ARtiSt

WorK ExPerIeNcE

Manage creative process from concept to completion
Insure visual and brand standards are met
Understanding and past experience creating integrated, authentic content from
digital and social media to offline and print
Review and approve project content, art, and copy materials

Choice Hotels International
September 2017 - March 2019

REquESt FOr PrOPosAL sPEciALisT (pROcuREmeNt)  

Integral in eliciting opportunities by researching active market.
Draft compelling terms and conditions documentation and
procurement contracts, utilizing expertise to forecast seasonal
growth and tenor of Choice Hotels International's corporate
travel clients. Exhibit strong and proficient customer service
aptitude when negotiating rates between our corporate
accounts and our properties, while supervising the overall
proposal process. Capitalize on a thriving internet population,
incorporating tools to maximize brand exposure for our
corporate travel accounts. Negotiate rates and service level
agreements on new hotel construction, Government Per Diem
and Commissionable bids.

Bachelor of the Arts in Communication
UNivERsiTy OF maRyLAnD

EduCAtiON & TraINinG

MTAP Program

MOnTgoMErY cOLleGE

Student Blogger (2015) 
Dean’s List (2015)
Renaissance Scholar (2015) 
Student Employee of the Year (2015)
Richard S. and Carol Will Endowed Scholarship Recipient
(Spring and Fall 2016)
2016 Editor-in-Chief of The Excalibur, student-run
newspaper, online blog and news page for Montgomery
College.

VIDALE
Mobile: (202) 440 0820
Email: VidaleBarsir@vidalebarsir.com
Website: www.VidaleBarsir.com
LinkedIn: @vidalebarsir

ConTAcT

Drive hotel productivity by spearheading internal operations and systemizing
RFP processes
Improve practices and increase revenue growth by consistently incorporating
innovative changes
Maintain pristine documentation on projects and uphold high quality of
standards
Mobilize new employees, inform them of appropriate methods and procedures,
and significantly contribute to their ongoing professional growth; offer
mentorship and comprehensive training.

General Studies Transfer

Social Media Management: Solid working knowledge of all
popular social media sites including Twitter, Instagram,
Facebook, and Snap Chat. Familiar with WordPress and
highly knowledgeable in obtaining reader attention and
encouraging top levels of engagement to boost a loyal
following.
Writing/Editing: Exceptional understanding of best
journalistic practices, formatting, grammar, and use of
powerful language to produce gripping articles and blog
posts. Exercise advanced attention to detail to ensure
absence of any errors. Demonstrate strict fact-checking and
proofreading abilities.
Key Strengths: Articulate communicator with the ability to
interpret and relay complex concepts to team members and
customer on all levels of understanding. Generate
comprehensive reports to outline key performance metrics.
Work well with a team, assist in training, and exemplify top
leadership capabilities.

QuAliFIcaTIonS
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ExTenDEd WorK ExPerIeNcE 

BARSIR
Mobile: (202) 440 0820
Email: VidaleBarsir@vidalebarsir.com
Website: www.VidaleBarsir.com
LinkedIn: @vidalebarsir

ConTAcT

Updated an average of 50+ alumni records for college’s
alumni office per week
Contributing editor to the alumni magazine, Insights;
compiling and writing updates on alumni achievements,
obituaries and nominations for the Milton F. Clogg
Outstanding Alumni Achievement Award, the college’s
highest honor for former students
Actively supported Alumni Association’s board of governors
and other committees 
Alumni Association event support
Provided administrative support to the alumni office

Provide hands-on customer service to 100+ clients including,
local contractors, distributors and manufacturers, per week. 
Online purchasing process support
Resolved complaints, general questions, processed orders and
various other administrative tasks to maintain the firm’s
commitment to superb customer service
Communicate with vendors and clients through regular
phone and email contact 
Provide surge sales support 
Managed warehouse shipping processes (both major carrier
and LTL carriers)
Support client quote and estimation process to promote sales

Managed the Change Request and Change Order (CRCO) process for
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)
Proven adaptability to implement frequently changing FDA document
regulations for new and existing products. 
Averaged 10-15 change request submissions per week
Upheld efficient correspondence between request submitter and CRCO
program
Managed record and tracking logs for new, current, and archived
documentation
Adhered to internal quality control systems 

Ensured new configuration and documentation/records were consistent with
company document control and configuration management SOP regulation.
Independently reconfigured employee records system for 600+ employees
internationally
Through telephone, email, company messenger, or in person, provided service
and assistance to the 600+ employees, throughout entire configuration and
control process
Maintained two online databases [Sharepoint & Master Control]

ConFIguRAtiONs ManAGemENt SpeCIalISt

MESO-SCALE Discovery
December 2012 – June 2013

DocUMenT ConTrOL SpeCIalISt, (TemP)
 MESO-SCALE Diagnostics
September 2011 – March 2012

CusTOmeR SUpPorT SpECiAliSt

The Energy Conscious
May 2016 – September 2016 (Summer Internship)

AluMnI AidE

Montgomery College Alumni Association
July 2015 – January 2017

Two short track write-ups per week
One feature per week
Contribute to weekly playlists
Live concert coverage and reviews
Interview musicians

COpYwRitER

All Things Go
September 2016 - March 2017

ChaRAcTer
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For YoU, I ProSE liKE
ShaKEsPeAre anD Sh*T

Alas, my muse! Many lives have I awaited your return. Without surprise, such
countless days were starting to become a bore. Time, now just halted injustice
captured by delayed damnation. The cruel isolation of despair; the cruel despair
of isolation. A fool’s gamble it would be to refute the mundane aura present in
these lifeless waters. In utopia you left the sweet burn of enjoyment in my mind to
precede your vanish. Weathered trouble it has been to justify your retreat to my
injured heart. With credence, witness how the absence of your gravity afloat me
in an infinity of you-related query. Abandoned, I remain disarmed by the slow
torture of my memory, an eternity in your keep. If I may, please allow me to share
with you a prophet’s truth, your undoubted secret — In a world so calculable,
reunion with your fellowship is worth more than gold.

If it is my turn, I leave this as my only wish: Reward mine effort with a rescue I
too may keep. Share a story of your own delight with me, would ya?

Your audience, I am ever bound to be.
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The stillness of your stare could lessen a million mountains to crumbled bedrock.
Infamous by now, the wisp of your presence as you saunter into a room could make
even silk textures envy. Poets of man designate ‘sensual’ as your most appropriate
adjective. Who can blame them? You reward time with a soul so illuminated by
sincerity, the wayward wanderer would return home to refuge at your command.
With enchantment, you draw the panic of an earthquake from my nervous limbs
and you soften my actioned figure to play-dough.

Ears bear no purpose if not romanced by the lyrics of your words. Similarly, I bear
no purpose if not to bathe in the depths of your deepest waters and ascend to
heights beyond your bluest skies.

Who is it that pleased the eye of your maker so, that spirit would create a being as
satisfying as you? Your mind, expansive enough to become my religion. In your
presence, life’s greatest sin it should be to look away from your gaze.

Here, me testify — my weakness for you has stolen all of my days.

WeAkNesSEs
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The WroNg ThiNgS
Sweet punishment’s weakened blow, the moment our wrong things met. It was the
wrong time, and still a time I dreamt of saying all the wrong things to you. Tempers
frenzy with emotion over what not to do, in all the wrong places, I’d run into you. A
trapped me, drifting amidst the stargaze of all your wrong things, within heaven
seconds of experiencing you.

Yet, as fate would have it, your wrong things struck perfection. And, like the
ritual, your perfection made everything wrong about me feel right.
Always one to suffer in prudence, I see you realized that wrong thing too.

Hide and be all the wrong people to one another again?

I'm not right for you.
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OnCe UpoN a TimE in DunDAs WesT
Distractions tend to fail shy of disrupting my infatuation. Your face I can’t
forget, forever ingrained in my consciousness. The way I felt that night, that
morning, indescribable. As a young boy, I oft misplaced my house keys. What
kind of man am I to have misplaced my house? You feel like home to me. But
unlike the cozy fireplace of my imagination, your embrace favors absence over
indulgence when all I want is overindulgence. All is fair in love and war but cruel
and unbalanced in love and separation. I struggle to honor false equity in this
experience. I will not because I willed not. I’m incapable. Who am I to honor a
pain camouflaged as the wait? Such accuracy when sending an angel’s arrow to
impale my heart, yet such mischief as you dance around my soul. I want to dance
too. For I treasure the song of you.

Such suffering lingers without justice as we exist separately, yet my lips long for
yours as though they grew up together — sharing one soda pop as we walk home
from school. My Valentine’s Day card bears one name on its envelope. Your
name. Our hands clasp in perfect form as if our bodies were one puzzle, twenty
fingers its divine corner piece. You’ve always been my other piece — my inner
peace.

You were so close to me once upon a time in Dundas West.

Come closer
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CanDlE WeAtHer – BloBtOWer SonG
RevIeW 

I needed a night to myself. A lazy Friday night to just sit around in my own little
cove, just me and my best friend, Soundcloud. It was meant to be an almost intimate
affair, an entire night designated to discovering new music. Somewhere between
Burying The Sun by Ryan Hemsworth and a duo of tracks by Southern Stars, I
made a pit stop at Christine and the Queens [I still haven’t recovered from her
mind-blowing show at The 9:30 Club in June]. You know that sweet spot when you
just start clicking through tracks ‘Liked’ by your favorite artists or bands, that
moment where you sort of just stumble upon greatness? Those special instances
where you hear a song or an artist that makes you want to kick yourself in the shin of
your less dominant leg, for being late to the party? Like a gift from a spirit guide,
this is how the music of Candle Weather fell into my lap. Don’t you love when that
proverbial feeling of newfound rapture takes over your body, followed by that
zealously dopey look of euphoria? That’s exactly what happened. That’s exactly what
ALWAYS happens when I fall in love with a song for the first time! Blobtower, the
name alone rang of cosmic genius. Blobtower by Candle Weather delivered a swift
punch to the gut; a blow so hard, I had to put the song on repeat for a solid 30
minutes. Mesmerized by its complex, atmospheric production, I simply laid there in
third eye and allowed myself to sink as the song played. The newest not-so-modest
entry onto my emerging list of fall favorites. I’m so very excited to hear more of
what Candle Weather has to offer.
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FraNk OceAN – BloNd AlBum RevIeW 

Before a single word came to mind, before I could even consider indulging in the idea
of compartmentalizing idioms into a series of sentences, cool or descriptive enough to
convey the sheer enjoyment listening to Frank Ocean’s second album has brought me
over the last 48 or so hours, I found myself totally transfixed. The album's first song,
Nike played as I sat on the floor of my living room, mildly lit by the glare of some VH1
reality show playing in the background on my muted television. With my laptop by my
side, Microsoft word idle on its dimmed screen, I just sat there, unable to move,
sonically paralyzed while the conversation of a foreign tongue, Japanese, I believe it
was, spoke to me as Nike’s outro. I continued to just sit there. This moment felt
sensuous, it made sense; I understood. Blond, as an album, is that good, so good that
the first track left me at a place, I can’t help but describe in the most pseudo-
intellectual way possible. Plato, I am NOT, but Frank Ocean’s Blond is the sort of
music we all think we want but never fully realize. The songs which make up Blond are
boundless in their depth, the kind of music that’s an imperative listen for any who
considers themselves to be a bona fide music enthusiast. Ocean’s second body of work is
fecund and expansive. Halfway through the album I began to feel as though I had
conscious ears. From beginning to end, I felt like someone had written distinctive,
elusive, honest stories only I could relate to. ...And then White Ferrari happened to me.
I’m not sure how, but this song just happened to me, I connected to it. I found myself
voluntarily caught halfway between meditative stillness and unmixed perspective. 
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FraNk OceAN – BloNd AlBum
RevIeW (ConTInuED)

White Ferrari simply happened to me. While each song prior achieved its own sense of
enchantment, this song felt stoic and familiar. A stripped down, nocturnal tale of
adolescence in the most non-cliché way possible. Evocative and sincere, I began to
romanticize my life of years past. Without obstacle, one song had given me this feeling of
a full circle moment, a sort of unassuming connection. Needless to say, I was hooked.
Forgive me for sounding abstruse; I would be a fool to think that listening to this album
nonstop for a mere two days, has brought me anywhere near close to achieving full
vantage of its greatness. I guess this my long-form way of saying, I missed you, Frank. I
needed this. We needed this. Thank you. Bless.

Smooth, vintage, contemporary, nostalgic, and relevant. With adjectives so seemingly
unmixable, Donald Glover a.k.a. Childish Gambino’s new song “Redbone” has one
purpose – to skillfully tessellate and stimulate. The first single from the actor-rapper-
come- dian-producer-writer and self-professed black nerd’s newest album, Awaken, My
Love!; Redbone is the perfect hybrid. A soulful, soul-filled, decadent experience for the
ears. With that being said, however, the song remains understated and conscious in its
approach. The track is a slowed-down sample of a Bootsy Collins classic, “I’d Rather Be
with You” (1976). What’s also surprising, the rapper, known for his ingenious,
intelligent bars has evolved into an extraterrestrial, synthesized soul singer. Redbone
introduces a new era of captivating music from Glover. I have no doubt; you’ll feel like a
bon vivant by the time the song ends.

ChiLdISh GamBIno – RedBOne SonG RevIeW
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The Weeknd and Daft Punk have cooked up something dope. Boasting a
blunter, sleeker sound, “Starboy” affirms The Weeknd as music’s go-to guy.
Bridging the gap between mainstream aesthetic and authentic approach, The
Weeknd sets himself apart from his contemporaries. Exerting the perfect
amount of swag and bravado by way of its lyrics, “Starboy” is smoothly
bombastic in delivery. The beat is almost electro-ish, but it rides as a richly
competent hip-hop hymn. This isn’t a song fueled by ego, more driven by
confidence. The most important takeaway: The Weeknd is the GUY right
now! Rest assured, after your first listen, you’ll feel the exact same way. In the
event that a hater gets impulsive, this chorus will most likely be the soundtrack
to your thoughts. Check it out below.

ThE WEekNd – StARboY (Ft.
DAfT PUnK)
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DenISe, God, AniTA
+ Me

It’s funny how multi-dimensional memories can be. One can relive a time in their life
and see that entire scene as vivid as the day it all took place. The best memories draw
you back to the sounds and visuals of a moment, the way something tasted, how you
felt about it, what was said, a smell. Often such memories don’t just remind you of
what happened, they paint the canvas of your growth, becoming the colors you
illuminate and heal the world with. Those soul felt firsts, the bypaths on the roadmap
to one’s evolution of self.

Music has always been the pulse of my very existence. My parents are Liberian
immigrants who left their native land to come to America for a better life. They held
tight to the parts of them no foreign country could ever replace, their heritage. 
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You can imagine how merging both cultures was a sometimes-confusing thing for
me to understand. Growing up, I didn’t hear the classics of Motown or the
Supremes, Aretha Franklin, and the like. Granted, there was no escaping Michael
Jackson and Prince, I was born in the ’80s for Pete’s sake. Around my house was
always the sound and sonic energy of African music. Percussion melding with tropical
string instruments were the blessings that serenaded my childhood. Vocally, these
sonnets sprinkled indigenous tongue and village harmonies almost as intricate as the
African prints on Mommy’s Lapa dresses. That’s what I knew. It’s all I knew. 

The first time I met American music, more specifically Black American music was an
almost delightfully inexorable occurrence. Mommy is a lady who worked hard, and
she worked often to provide for both of us, as my dad drifted further and further
towards his own demons. I know, that’s no way to speak of my one-time step-mother
and a bunch of part-time girlfriends whose names I’ve since forgotten, but… Oh well.
It was a Sunday morning and Mommy had to work like she had done every other
Sunday before. I received a call from her at 9 am to wake me up. She instructed me to
get ready because she had asked her friend Denise to take me to church. I believe the
order was “look nice and rub lotion so your skin isn’t dry.” Since she had to work,
Mommy didn’t want me to miss a text message from the big boss upstairs. As told, I
got myself ready, rubbed lotion, got dressed and left our apartment. I was sure to lock
the door before sitting outside of 27 School Drive, the building we lived in at the
time. After a short while, Denise’s Jungle green ‘95 Pontiac Grand Prix made its way
into our parking lot. Every other day her usual playlist was kissed by songs
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from En Vogue, Toni Braxton and R.Kelly (cringe). That day it was Gospel!

When she arrived, she had a smile on her face which was both hurried, as she was
usually late, and loving. Her first words were, “your mother told me to make sure
you have your key.” Of course, I had my key. I was a 7-year-old home alone pro at
this point. “Did you put on lotion?” Unsurprisingly, Mommy has issued her with
the same order as she did me, but Denise was only joking, and I was only mildly
embarrassed. She was African-American, dare I say, Black! Anytime around her
always felt like a cultural field trip. I would listen in on her conversations with
Mommy. Denise would often teach Mommy how to use American slang because of
their language differences. Mommy had been in this country since high school, but
you know what they say, “You can take the girl out of Africa, but she still likes
Fufu.” Only I say that, by the way.This was the first time it would be just Denise
and me. During the short drive to her church, we didn’t speak much but she checked
on me often in the back seat. I caught her glances through the rearview mirror. It
was just like Mommy would glance at me, and that made me feel safe.

Nobody had ever explained to me the terms and conditions of a Black-American
church. I had only been to a few prior for weddings. Our church,
although somewhat diverse, was a much more subdued, WASPY brand of Baptist
churches. Maybe I should switch out the P for a B and then divide by confused,
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but just try and keep up! On a normal Sunday, we’d be in and out in less than an
hour and a half. That’s including drive time and communion. I did love the treat
of grape juice in those little plastic cup things. But In this new environment, they
stood on their feet and sang for at least 2-hours before the sermon even began.
The Pastor was LOUD and gave a ton of direction. “If you love the Lord, say
Amen!” he instructed. Check. “If you know Jesus is working on you, get up on ya
feet and tell him, thank you, Father!” came next. Ok. “If ya happy and you know
it, scream it to Zion and back!” Fact. “Cha-cha real slow now…” there was more
singing! I thought to myself, doesn’t God want us to rest for a bit, maybe have a
few ‘Nilla wafers, a Capri Sun, and a nap? It was my first time being in the
atmosphere of Black Gospel music. I had seen gospel choirs on television before,
sure. And I had heard gospel music on Christian radio countless times, but I had
never been packed in a small room, hot with people sweating and dancing in
praise while singing to the top of their capacity. I was amazed. It was the very
essence of soul to me, and I liked it. I remember hearing Denise sing and being
surprised at how beautiful her voice was, seemingly without effort. This beauty
was replicated across wooden pews cloaked in royal purple fabric and down aisles
of deep burgundy carpet. I thought, wow, all Black women can sing. I think I still
feel this way to a certain degree. It was sensory overload, as though the
congregation of voices had an aroma, the collective hit like a punch. There was no
escaping the grace of that moment.
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At the end of service, right around my 18th birthday, Denise surprised me with the
news that she would take me with her to run errands and to tend to some business
affairs before returning me home. I was ecstatic. What kid, who’s always home alone,
wants to go back, sit inside and watch television all day? Being out and about felt like
a welcomed excursion. Especially being with someone other than my parents. I was
used to all the places my Mommy went. She took me to the grocery store and K-
mart, church, McDonald’s every once in a while. There was our bi-weekly trip to the
mall and maybe a movie sometimes. I was happy to see which roads Denise would
introduce me to, who she knew, and what stores she frequented. This must have been
sometime in late summer. I remember because I was already sick of it. Every day just
bled into the next. I was always home alone until Mommy would get off of work.
With no siblings came no excitement. It’s why this Sunday was so magical.

As we drove around, Denise became more and more uncomfortable with the heat in
her small car. It was HOT! Her car only had two windows. After about 25 minutes,
she couldn’t take it any longer. Abruptly, she pulled into a gas station with such haste,
I imagined we were arriving at a hide-out just in time to escape a police chase. Once
parked, she bemoaned in the hot summer sun as she pulled the front seat hatchet, and
said to me “ooh, Lord, C'mon!” I was just as hot as her. Without a second thought, I
nearly leaped out of the small opening between the driver’s seat and car door; so
quickly, I narrowly tripped over her seatbelt. She grabbed my hand and lead the way
directly towards the gas station mart. Once inside, she urgently, and I mean
urgently, rushed me towards the refrigerated section of the store.
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She yanked the last cooler door open and allowed the automated breeze to greet
her before then pulling out a 20 oz Coca-Cola. She opened it and handed the
soda to me as she then grabbed one for herself. She snapped the lid off of her
soda and began to drink. I felt protective over Denise because she had been so
protective of me. I felt like she was my interim mommy for the afternoon. At
that time, I was a recovering tattle-tale. Concerned, I nudged her ever-so-
slightly and said, “You’re not allowed to do that,” to which she replied “I’m
gon’ pay for it. DRINK!” She winked at me and lifted my Coca-Cola towards
my mouth. It was my first time living on the wild side and I liked it. As we made
our way to the register, the Gas station attendant did, in fact, say something to
her about drinking the soda premature of paying, to which Denise responded in
a somewhat dismissive, but charismatic and charming way, as only a Black
woman can. She opened her pocketbook, paid the gentleman $5 and told him to
keep the change. We both excited as if we had been baptized in the same water
that swallowed the Titanic. A cold crisp beverage on a blisteringly hot Sunday
will do that to you! Somebody hire me to endorse Coca-Cola, please! Can I be a
Gen Y Tyrese? (You’re a real one if you know what I’m referencing…)

What made Denise different from Mommy’s other friends was that she was
conversive and hip. She would allow me to ask her questions and she would
engage me. 
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Mommy’s African friends always made sure to draw a distinct line between child and
adult, but Denise was special in that way. As I returned to my seat in her vehicle and
buckled my seatbelt, back to the discomfort caused by the heat of her felt seats
against my JC Penny’s suit, I asked her how people at her church could stand so
long to sing. She was uncomfortable with the heat in the car now, but she didn’t
seem as so during the service, and that room was just as HOT! I really needed
answers. As she turned on the engine, mid-response, she immediately stopped and
told me to “Shut up!” I was alarmed. I thought I had upset her in some way… Far
from it. I watched as her mood softened and her ears began to tingle. I began to hear
a voice pour out of her radio, through her car speakers interrupting our discussion.
A voice I had never before heard. It was a lingering female tenor whose vocal
character was sensual, deep, and enchanting. Every single decision of her singing felt
both masculine and feminine. There were pitch changes and arrangements I had yet
to encounter prior. And it wasn’t Gospel, or was it? It was Sweet Love by Anita
Baker. As I took in this majestic foreign sound, I witnessed Denise slip into the
rapture of the moment. Never one to miss out, I shut my damn eyes and fell too –
fell totally in love with Ms. Anita Baker.

I’ll never forget how that song struck me. Even to this day, I have a deep emotional
connection anytime I hear it. As we arrived back at 27 School drive, I thanked
Denise for the day I spent with her. I assume she thought I was just being polite.
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No surprise there… Mommy had raised me to be courteous, kind and
mannered. But I was really thanking her for changing my young life. That
Sunday was the day I stopped listening to music and learned to experience it.
That Sunday I was introduced to the richness of Black art and I felt like I was
a part of it. It was a part of me too. For I had learned to take in those
moments when a song is as deep as the moon is bright. That Sunday,
different from every other Sunday, Mommy had sent me on a trip with my
play-mommy who introduced me to a Spirit mommy. Who says God is a
man? That Sunday, unlike every other Sunday, was the day I met a voice so
rich, it cradled me as soft and as tender as the hands of my real Mommy; and
music, for me, was the never same after that.

Published on February 10, 2019
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In 2016 I was given an awesome opportunity to edit a
community-run quarterly where I honed my skills as a
leader for the first time. I  headed a team of writers,
editors, artists, and aspiring journalists in achieving a
final product we were proud of. As editor, I approved
and denied copy according to the paper's content
needs and wrote a few articles as well. I enjoyed
working in such a collaborative environment of
creatives, leading the entire process from the initial
conception stage to the final publication.

The
ExCalIBur

EdiTOr-iN-cHiEf
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Not sure if you’re aware, but 2016 was an election year.

There was NO avoiding the subject of the 2016 Presidential 
Election for our December issue. Given the wide-spread 
hysteria surrounding the two major party candidates and 
the subsequential winner, President-elect Donald J. Trump, 
we felt it necessary to focus more on how this election has 
shaped the atmosphere of our country, the tone of our con-
versations and polarity of our society.

While President Trump is a celestial gift of sorts to the po-
litical news media outlets and culture as a whole – political 
pundits, critics, comedians, Twitter, bumper stickers, and 
trucker caps – we put great effort into an objective approach 
to the election coverage. In that objectivity, we found that 
the sheer mention of President Trump elicits an immediate, 
undeniable, knee-jerk reaction; with good reason. If nothing 
else, Donald Trump is without a doubt a wake-up call to our 
country. At this pivotal point in history, do we rally behind a 
President who ran an incredibly divisive election and is now 
assembling what many feel is an even more inattentive, exclu-
sory inner circle of advisors and strategists or do we demand 
something different? What happens next? How do you grow? 
How do I grow? How do we grow and evolve together? Will 
you be proactive or apathetic? How do we become “great, 
again?” And lastly, what does “Bigly” mean?  We cannot an-
swer any of these questions for you. What we can do is bring 
the voice of the MC TP/SS community to the forefront. 

I want to thank my amazing team of staff writers, photog-
raphers, editors and visual practitioners. We started on a 
whim however, I think we’ve produced an honest, effective 
student-paper. I’m so proud of the final product. Together we 
triumphed even with the cards stacked against us. 

Best,
Vidale Barsir
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By Jenee Blount
How Do You Choose Your Classes

The Montgomery 
College Foundation

     With spring registration just around 
the corner, it’s time for students to 
select their classes.  In November 2016, 
twenty-five students were surveyed on 
which methods, if any, they use to de-
cide which sections of classes they sign 
up for. The twenty-five students seem to 
rely on three main methods:  selecting 
classes based on the days and times the 
classes meet, selecting classes based on 
night or day time meetings, or based on 
counselor recommendations. 
     Of the twenty-five MC students 
surveyed, twenty-two stated that they 
didn’t know anything about the course, 

syllabus, or professors until the first 
day of class. One out of the twenty-five 
students surveyed said he relied on the 
Website Ratemyprofessor.com to learn 
about more.  Some methods that were 
unmentioned include joining a club to 
network, checking the class syllabus, 
getting recommendations from friends 
and/or other professors, or even going 
to the department.  Previously, students 
would sometimes use the “shop and 
drop” method to decide which sections 
to take. However, now because of 
“11:59 Registration”, this is no longer 
an option; students aren’t able to add 

and drop classes once they’ve started. 
One anonymous MC college tutor states, 
“The reason why some students may 
miss some key factors while choosing 
classes is because MC is a community 
college. Students just want to pass their 
classes to transfer.” 
     Our brief survey results show that 
MC students select classes mostly based 
on how they fit into their lives and other 
commitments; so they look at course 
sections depending on when and which 
days they meet. The one thing that is 
clear is all the students surveyed do 
have some method.

     At a time when having a college de-
gree is integral to career advancement, 
millions of college students struggle to 
finance their higher education. The good 
news is that while there will be inevita-
ble difficulties in the process of paying 
for school, it isn’t impossible. While 
seeking the assistance of the Financial 
Aid dept. here at Montgomery College, 
is a conventional alternative for MC 
students when it comes to FASFA, and if 
necessary, school loans (the dreaded five 
letter word), too few are aware of the 
Montgomery College Foundation.
     The Montgomery College Foundation 
is the fundraising arm of the college. 
A 501 (c)(3) charitable organization, 
the Foundation works to secure record 
donations on behalf of MC Students for 
scholarships & grants and initiatives 
which benefit the MC community. The 
Montgomery College Foundation raised 
around $2.4 million in scholarships for 
the 2015-2016 academic year, which 
translates to 2,400 scholarships for 

By Vidale Barsir 

Montgomery College students. 
The Montgomery College Foundation 
distributes funding through six separate 
priorities – ACES (Achieving Collegiate 
Excellence and Success), The Global 
Humanities Institute, The Dreamers 
Scholarship Fund, The Innovation Fund, 
student Emergency Funds and most 
commonly, Need-Based Scholarships. 
     Students can explore their options 
by  either visiting a Scholarship 
Office [there’s one located on all three 
campuses], The Montgomery College 
Academic Works online application, 
or to contact The Montgomery College 
Foundation. Students who are in need 
of a one-time immediate emergency 
funding should contact The 
Montgomery College Foundation. They 
may be able to assist. This option 
requires a reference from a 
Montgomery College professor, counsel-
or or employee.

For more information visit Montgomery-
college.edu/Foundation
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The Student Senate is the student government 
organization on campus. It represents the entire 

student body on many levels from organizing 
events to voicing student concerns to the college 

administration and state legislation.

Officers:
Jonell Malone ( President)

Saint Clair Dimabou ( Vice President)
Richard Marton (Treasurer)

Annick Tentchou ( Secretary)

The Student Senate is still seen as a mysterious, un-
known organization, which nobody knows its real pur-
pose. The Student Senate is an organization of and 
by MC TP/SS students, which dedicates it’s time to 

enrich and facilitate comradely via events or projects 
they work on. In order to remove the veil, one of the 
projects the Student Senate is working is the official
Snapchat of MC TP/SS. This account will be used to 
connect MC TP/SS student to their colleagues from 

the Student Senate. This platform will be used to 
display upcoming events, general informations, tips 
and things to know. It will also be a way for students 

to directly contact the Student Senate in case of 
abnormal activities or just to ask questions. We, as 
Senators, would like other students to interact with 

us as much as possible, and that’s why mini quizzes 
about our lovely college will occur randomly. We also 
have lots of other ideas for this particular project, If 

you think you would like to help or bring some of your 
ideas to this project; feel free to come to the Student 

Life Center and ask to see a Senator.

Montgomery 
College 
is one 
of, if not 
the most 

diverse community colleges in the 
country. As of Fall 2015, our 
students represent over 159 
different countries. With such 
a broad array of students, the 
question arises of how the college 
can provide appropriate support 
and guidance to each and every 
student while still considering that 
each student differs slightly from 
his or her peers. I sat down with 
Reynaldo to get an idea of what his 
life is like, and how his experience 
at Montgomery College has been 
so far. 

Can you start off by stating 
your name age and where 
you are from?

My name is Reynaldo De Sousa-Betan-
court. I’m 31 years old, and I live in 
Washington D.C. 

You told me earlier that 
you work nights at a securi-
ty job and then come right 
to school, what are your 
hours at work?

I do overnight security work from 11 at 
night to 7 in the morning, and then I 
drive to school. The drive here is about 
an hour, and when I get here at about 
8 I use that time to get a little bit of 
sleep because my first class starts at 
9:30.

Aren’t you tired in the 
morning?

I mean yeah, of course I am! But I have 
to go to school and my school schedule 
believe it or not favors my work sched-
ule so by the time I get off work at 7 
a.m. I can take my classes right after 
and then I can go home and relax for a 
little bit before I go back to work.

And you go back to work 
tonight at 11 p.m. right, 
when do you sleep?

I go to sleep around 2 or 3 p.m. and 
stay asleep until 9 or 10 and then I’m 

By Richard Marton

By Senator Sidy Ossad

ready to rock!
Wow that’s a tough sched-
ule to keep up with. You 
have a family too don’t 
you?

Yes I do. I have a son and a daughter. 
My son is 10 months and my daughter 
is 9 years old. 

Is it hard to balance family, 
school and work?

It is, it is. But you have to make it 
work. If there’s a will, there’s a way, 
and people make time for what they 
want to make time for. So when I’m not 
working, I watch the kids, and when 
my wife isn’t working, she takes care 
of them. I make sure my son is taken 
care of first, but it is a challenge as far 
as doing school work. You have to keep 
your head on a swivel because if you’re 
not on top of things, it will start to take 
a toll on you.

That’s a crazy schedule! 
I’m sure a lot of students 
here can relate to the 
struggle of trying to bal-
ance work and school. How 
close are you to finishing 
your Associate’s Degree?

I’m close. I have about 4 or 5 classes 
left that I have to take and a few more 
that I need to retake to try and get a 
better grade in because I took them 
at Anne Arundel Community College. 
Hopefully I’ll be done in another 2 or 3 
semesters.

After you get your Associ-
ate’s Degree what’s your 
plan?

I want to get a Bachelor’s Degree 
in Physical Therapy. I want to be a 
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physical therapist. 
I’m trying to get this money!

Sounds like a plan. Have 
you been to the Career 
Services Center or Coun-
seling Services to see what 
they can do to make sure 
you are on the right track 
to achieve your goals?

No I haven’t but now that you mention 
it that might be a good place to go.

Do you think MC has pro-
vided you with a support-
ive environment to pursue 
your goals?

One thing I can say about MC is that 
before I even came here a lot of my 
childhood friends who had taken 
classes here, they would tell me who 
to talk to. The staff has always been 
professional with whatever I needed. I 
was always taken care of.

That’s great. I’m glad 
that you’ve had a positive 
experience so far. Final 
question, what would you 
say to a busy student about 
the importance of pursuing 
higher education?

It is paramount that in today’s job mar-
ket you need a degree. An Associate’s 
is like a high school diploma and a 
Bachelor’s Degree is what you need, 
at least in my case. You need to find 
a way to balance all of the things you 
have going on because in the end, it’s 
all worth it. So I won’t have to work 
nights anymore and can take care of 
my family.

Thanks great advice. Thank 
you for your time!

     I am Saint-Clair Regis Dimabou, 
Electrical Engineering student at 
Montgomery College Takoma Park 
Campus. I have four brothers and a 
sister. I graduated from high school in 
2011 in Bangui, Central African Repub-
lic. After graduating from high school, 
I went to the University of Bangui to 
study Math and Physics. In 2012 after 
my first year at the university, I received 
a scholarship from the Central African 

government to come and to study 
Electrical Engineering in the United 
States, because of my academic 
achievement. When I came to the 
United States in 2013, I attended 
The International Language Institute 
(ILI), an English school in Downtown 
Washington, DC. for three months. I 
then transferred to Montgomery College 
where my journey is only one more 
semester to be over.

Meet Student Senate 
Vice President 

Saint-Clair Regis Dimabou

Reynaldo De Sousa-Betancourt. Photo taken by Richard Marton

Photo taken by Saint-Clair Regis Dimabou
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Hispanic Heritage Month Film 
Screening: Which Way Home 

Photo taken from: http://www.hbo.com/documentaries/which-way-home/index.html 

Fantastic Beasts And Where To Find Them stars Eddie Redmayne, Kathrine Waterson, Dan Fogler, Alison 
Sudol and Ezra Miller, now in Theatres.  Photo taken from:  http://yolomovies.com/news/fantas-
tic-beasts-new-announcement-soon/

(Top) https://mic.com/ (Bottom) http://www.rap-up.com/2016/11/10/childish-gambino-awak-
en-my-love-album-cover/

     On the evening of October 10th, 
2016, Spanish professor Dr. Carlos 
M. Medina hosted a screening of the 
critically acclaimed 2009 documentary 
Which Way Home at the Rockville Cam-
pus. The documentary focuses on three 
children from Honduras, El Salvador, 
and Mexico, who were all trying to 
emigrate illegally to reach the United 
States. The three primary children 
shown in the film - named, Fito, Kevin, 
and Yurico - attempted to reach the U.S. 
through freight trains.  The audience 

members consisting of mostly students 
had distinct reactions; the students 
shook their heads and wept, while 
others sat on the edge of their seats. 
     However, the most common reaction 
after the film was a change in 
perception of undocumented 
children and immigrants. The students 
believed that this film challenged the 
preconceptions of what it means to be 
an immigrant in the United States. In 
addition, some information Dr. Medina 
provided before the screening showed 

the students how to refer to an 
undocumented immigrant in a more 
“politically correct” manner.
     Which Way Home is a poignant 
statement on the lives of Latin American 
immigrants, and the hardships that are 
still facing today. According to Dr. Medi-
na and the filmmakers, these hardships 
should not be understated with such 
dehumanizing terms such as “alien” 
or “illegal”. For college students and 
voters, the documentary is strikingly 
relevant and hits to the core.

By James Lepinsky Contreras

Film Review: Fantastic Beasts 
and Where to Find Them
By Rachel Fulla

     David Yates has brought the viewer 
into a new era of the wizarding world 
with a new fictional movie Fantastic 
Beasts and Where to Find Them.     
     David Yates, Director and Producer, 
has brought to life a world of magical 
creatures. Mr. Yates is known for direct-
ing the J.K. Rowling Harry Potter films 
Harry Potter and the Order of Phoenix 
(2007), Harry Potter and the Half-Blood 
Prince (2009), Harry Potter and the 
Deathly Hallow: Part 1 (2010) and 
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallow: 
Part 2 (2011). This is a story take place 
decades before the birth of J.K Rowling’s 
character Harry Potter.The time is 1926 
and the action takes place in New York. 
The main character, Newt (Eddie Red-
mayne), is a magizoologist and author 
of Hogwarts text books and catalogues 
of magic creatures. He searches and 
captures many magical creatures in his 
never-ending magical suitcase so that he 
can study them. While protecting them, 
there is another magical force that needs 
protection. Meanwhile, New York City is 
being destroyed by a powerful force.
When one of the creatures escapes 

his suitcase, it leads him into trouble 
with magic official Porpentina, “Tina,” 
Goldstein (Katherine Waterston). He 
is headed to an unexpected twist with 
No-Maj Jacob Kowalski (Dan Fogler) -- no 
maj is the American term for people who 
have no magical powers, same as the 
term muggles is used in the Harry Potter 
books. A group of no maj’s ban the use 
of magic in their group. A character is 
beaten by his mother leaving welts and 
bruises. New York is dealing with a dark 
time for no-mag and the magic alike. 
     The scenery for the movie is gloomy 
and mystical foreshadowing the 
darkness that is to come. Unlike the 
“Harry Potter” movies, adults are the 
lead characters, which gives the movie 
a more grown-up presence. It is a fun 
dark fantasy that anyone can enjoy.  The 
suspenseful thriller sends a message 
of courage, strength guidance, and 
bravery.. Though the movie starts a little 
slowly, the twist to the plot is spine-tin-
gling leaving room for thrill around 
every corner.  This movie displays a 
valuable lesson on courage and positive 
reinforcement (133min).

Smooth, vintage, 
contemporary, nostal-
gic, and relevant. With 
adjectives so seemingly 
unmixable, Donald 

Glover a.k.a. Childish Gambino’s new 
song “Redbone” has one purpose – to 
skillfully tessellate and stimulate. The 
first single from the actor-rapper-come-
dian-producer-writer and self-professed 
black nerd’s newest album, Awaken, 
My Love!; Redbone is the perfect 
hybrid. A soulful, soul-filled, decadent 
experience for the ears. With that 
being said, however, the song remains 
understated and conscious 
in its approach. 
     The track is a slowed-down sample 
of a Bootsy Collins classic, “I’d Rather 
Be with You” (1976). What’s also 
surprising, the rapper, known for his 
ingenious, intelligent bars has evolved 
into an extraterrestrial, synthesized 
soul singer. Redbone introduces a new 
era of captivating music from Glover. 
I have no doubt; you’ll feel like a bon 
vivant by the time the song ends.

Song Review: Childish Gambino – Redbone 
By Vidale Barsir
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     After three years, Congress has yet 
to answer the Supreme Court’s 2013 call 
to amend binding sections of the Voting 
Rights Act of 1965, perpetuating the 
disenfranchisement of Black America 
and playing a vital role in the results of 
the 2016 election.
     The Voting Rights Act (VRA), regard-
ed as the single most effective piece 
of legislation to come out of the Civil 
Rights Movement, requires that states 
with less than half of their eligible 
voters registered by November 1, 1964 
file an action with federal courts before 
making amendments to any voting law, 
prerequisite, or practice. It has been 
renewed and/or expanded by every 
president following Lyndon B. Johnson 
(most recently in 2006 and 2011) until 
recently. Some of America’s pivotal 
states with the most racist histories took 
full advantage of the Supreme Court’s 
2013 decision to disable the VRA by 
intensifying the white majority’s 
stronghold on American government 
through voter suppression.
     Alabama, Arizona, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Texas and Vir-
ginia are among the 21 states that have 
passed oppressive voting laws since the 
2010 midterm election. These particular 
states were home to counties previously 
covered by the preclearance of the VRA. 

State legislators strengthened Voter ID 
laws, closed polling places, restricted 
alternative voting methods (early 
voting, mail-in ballots, and third-party 
participation), and/ or complicated the 
registration process – tactics that have 
been repeatedly proven to dispropor-
tionately impact minority voters – in 
an attempt to stamp out voters who are 
likely to vote Democrat.  
     According to researchers at the 
Brennan Center for Justice at NYU 
School of Law, a nonpartisan law 
and policy institute, over 16 million 
voting-age Americans do not have 
government issued IDs, most of whom 
are senior citizens, non-driving citizens, 
transgender people, college students, 
low-income families, homeless people, 
and others with no permanent address 
(an overwhelming majority of whom 
are also Black); 11 states have closed 
primaries and/or caucuses that do not 
permit participation from independent 
voters; 7 states have stricter registration 
requirements (i.e. requiring proof of 
citizenship upon registration); and at 
least 6 states have cut back early voting 
days and hours. In addition, The Nation, 
a historically progressive magazine, 
reports that there are 868 fewer polling 
places this election year and that 
precincts with higher percentages of 

minority voters have fewer voting ma-
chines in places like Florida, Maryland, 
and South Carolina. 
     The 2016 election is the first in 
50 years without the full protections 
of the Voting Rights Act and it shows. 
As election officials continue to count 
ballots and finalize numbers, it is clear 
that the minority vote is suffering. 
According to a poll by Statisticbrain.
com, 43.7% of eligible voters who did 
not vote chose not to for reasons easily 
influenced by recent changes in voting 
laws – inconvenience, disability, regis-
tration issues, etc. Wisconsin’s minority 
turnout reached a 20-year low, dropping 
by 41,000 votes in Milwaukee alone. 
Milwaukee also happens to be home to 
70% of the state’s Black population. 
     In addition to being one of three 
states with no automatic registration 
process for ex-felons (suppressing 1.5 
million votes), Florida’s voting laws 
prevented 25% of its Black population 
from voting this election. North Caro-
lina’s Black vote is down 66,000 votes 
(8.7%) since 2012. Like every other 
historical attempt to suppress the Black 
vote, the dismantling of the VRA and the 
legislation that followed were systematic 
and deliberate. Operating under the 
very false premise that Black Americans 
are not “gravely disadvantaged today”, 

Edward Blum, Director of Project for 
Fair Representation, spearheaded the 
campaign against the constitutionality 
of the Voting Rights Act in 2009. 
     It is no coincidence that the revival 
of the racist white majority as a united 
front against the minority vote came 
shortly after the election of Barack 
Obama, America’s first Black president 
– a milestone for racial justice, the final 
straw for white supremacy. Patriotism, 
an emotional attachment to cultural 
and political elements of one’s birth 
nation, is personified in America by the 
president. For more than 300 years 
that has been white, cis-gendered, 
heterosexual men. The back-to-back 
elections of President Barack Obama is 
a direct reflection of America’s changing 
identity, and the results of the 2016 
election is white America’s response to 
the slow and steady loss of privilege.
Although the results of the election are 
permanent, the Supreme Court’s deci-
sion is not. Congress has an opportunity 
to revolutionize voting in America by 
amending the Voting Rights Act beyond 
loopholes and bureaucratic hurdles. 
     Congressional lawmakers are 
headed in the right direction with the 
introduction of the Automatic Voter 
Registration Act of 2016; if passed, the 
law would “ensure that whenever a 

Opinion: Donald Trump, The Final Bullet In My Back!
By Rachelle Downs

[voting-age] citizen interacts with the 
government, they are automatically 
registered to vote unless they choose 
to decline” (Fairvote.org). Lead by 
Representative Robert Brady (D-PA), the 
proposed law is mainly gaining support 
among democratic lawmakers. 
     However, a few states – California, 
Oregon, Vermont and West Virginia 
– have already adopted universal regis-
tration policies.  Historically, changes in 
voting rights have been turning points 
in America’s 400-year long struggle with 
racial equity. From “all men are created 
equal,” to “make America great again,” 
every stride toward a true democracy 
is thwarted by a ravenous infatuation 
with keeping America white. In Toni 
Morrison’s Mourning for Whiteness, 
she describes whiteness as being the 
“unifying force in America” and likens 
a vote for Trump to the killing of a 
biracial child who threatens to soil 
the bloodline of an upper-class, white 
Southern family. 
     People of color are America’s 
illegitimate biracial children; not only 
did we soil the bloodline, but we are 
threatening to take over the family busi-
ness. On Election Day, half of our family 
cast their ballot for Donald Trump, the 
executioner; each vote, a bullet hole in 
our backs.

     September 30th is recognized 
around the world as International 
Translation Day, which has traditionally 
been celebrated through participatory 
events showcasing translation. In the 
National Capital Area, the DC-Area 
Literary Translators Network (DC-ALT) 
has for several years, often together 
with the Writer’s Center, sponsored an 
annual Open Mic translation event on or 
around September 30th. DC-ALT is one 
of the original Confluence co-sponsors; 
beginning in 2015, DC-ALT has offered 
to make the Open Mic event part of the 
translation conference.
     On Saturday, October 1, 2016, the 
Confluence event, a conference of 
International Translation Day, took 
place in the Health Sciences Center on 
the TPSS campus. The event, featured 
many informational presentations 
and workshops. A diverse group of 
people attended the 2-day event, with 
150 people in attendance both Friday 
and Saturday. The conference also 
featured an Open Mic event to open 
the 2016 Confluence: Translation in the 
Capital Area conference. The Confluence 
Planning committee received numerous 

proposals from individuals interested in 
presenting and conducting workshops 
for Translation Day. The committee 
selected presentations and workshops 
that introduced the role of language 
translation from various perspectives: 
from authors having books translated to 
the translators themselves. 
     During the workshops, many trans-
lated pieces were introduced, but the 
audience was encouraged to read the 
originals as well. 
     Through many forms of media, 
humans have been interacting with 
translated material without even 
realizing it. Despite race, gender, reli-
gion, and ethnicity, ideas and thoughts 
have been exchanged. Translation is 
much more complicated than people 
think. It’s not just simply translating 
words from one language to another, 
but it involves taking a language and 
fully engaging in the rhythm, pattern, 
and tone.The keynote speaker was 
David Bellos, a translator and a 
Professor of French, Italian, and 
Comparative Literature at Princeton 
University. He earned his PhD from 
Oxford University and has taught French 

at multiple universities. Barbara 
Goldberg, the emcee for the Open Mic 
event, was pleased with the partici-
pation, and the people who attended 
enjoyed it. Vietnamese spring rolls 

Confluence: Translation In The Capital Area Conference 
By Adilene Aguilar

displayed in the form of a peacock 
were served along with other food and 
refreshments in the Cafritz Art Center 
atrium. The organizers would like to 
have the Open Mic event again next 

year. It is possible that next year the 
Open Mic might not be held the evening 
before the workshops. In 2015, the 
Open Mic event took place on Saturday, 
after the workshops.

To Find out more information on Confluence, visit http://libguides.montgomerycollege.edu/Translation2015
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SURPRISE! Or Was It?
     The results are in. On November 8, 
2016, Election Day, Donald J. Trump 
bested [by way of the Electoral College, 
see page 7] his opponent, fmr. Secre-
tary of State Hillary Clinton, securing 
his new role as the 45th President of 

the United States of America. After 
a grueling 2-year campaign season, 
which unearthed much if not all of our 
nation’s dirty laundry, many hoped 
that a decision in favor of either 
candidate, or either party would at the 

very least bring with it calmer times 
in which to come together and forget 
it all happened. That was not the case, 
rightfully so. On November 9, 2016, 
Excalibur staff writers went out and 
interviewed Montgomery College TPSS 

students, professors, and faculty. The 
Excalibur writers wanted to get an 
impartial reaction from as many people 
as we could find. It was most important 
to get a sense of how the election and 
its results have impacted our college as 

a community.  Based on our interviews, 
it’s clear that many in the MC 
community are overwhelmingly 
concerned. President-elect Trump’s 
campaign narrative has struck a nerve 
within the Montgomery College sect.

“I think both of them 
are really, really bad 
news. Trump is amaz-
ing and it represents 
a level of anger and 
polarization” 
– Anonymous, Faculty

“!@#$ off. Kthxbye”
– Jose Sorto–Guevara

Photo taken From: https://www.thestar.com/news/world/2016/06/06/the-100-greatest-descriptions-of-donald-trumps-hair-ever-written.html Photo Credit: (LUCAS JACKSON / REUTERS) , Front Page: AP Photo Mark Humphrey. Photo edited by Jose Sorto-Guevara.

“Essentially, all of the 
freedoms we’ve fought for in 
the last 8 years are going to 
be stripped away, so it just 
means that it’s all damage 
control for those who aren’t 
super conservative. It’s really 
depressing, it feels like today 
has been a day of mourning 
what we thought America 
was gonna be.” 
– Daniel Pardo

“I feel terrible and embarrassed. I’m not surprised. 
I think that Trump won fairly, that’s clear. He won 
because more people voted for him and that means 
that our country didn’t look like how we thought 
it looked – and now we know that for sure, and 
I think that it’s bad that he’ll be president, but I 
think it’s good because we know that for sure now 
and we can try to fix that problem” 
– Diego Hernandez, Assistant Professor

“Actually, I expected the results that 
we received. I was more of a Trump 
supporter than most people would 
expect or think. So it all turned out 
as I expected it. Even if I was for 
Hillary, just knowing the history of 
the country and how people feel 
about the government and how it’s 
been working. People want some-
thing different and Donald Trump is 
absolutely totally different.” 
– Andrew Williams, Student

“It seems we are stepping back 
every time we have the chance at 
progress in our hands. By prog-
ress I mean civil rights, human 
rights, social rights.” 
– Leandro Velazquez, Student

“After suffering all I suffered 
crossing the border it is not fair 
to be kicked out like nothing. At 
this point, I do not even know how 
I made it to college, this level of 
education was not part of my plans 
but with effort now I am here; and 
I do not want all this effort to go to 
the trash” 
– Anonymous, Student

“The government is 
corrupted; always was 
and always will be. 
The people voted for 
Hillary, the system 
voted for Trump.” 
– Jose Guerra, Student

“I am especially 
horrified that he does 
not believe in global 
warming and does not 
believe in becoming 
a going-green global 
leader.” 
– Karen Lopez, Student

“We didn’t know the 
discontent among many, 
many Americans and we 
didn’t know the extent of 
the scapegoating of Blacks, 
immigrants and Hispanics.” 
– Kathleen Heller, Student

“It was very disappointing and 
heartbreaking. if you know some-
one that is black, Hispanic, Muslim, 
or LGBT, we should look out for 
them. As a president, we can’t look 
up to him. My eight-year old sister 
cannot look up to him.” - Robert 
Asante

“I didn’t vote” 
– Anonymous, 
Student

“My reaction is, it’s very scary, 
and it’s dangerous. This is a 
dangerous man. I truly believe 
that, when somebody tells you 
who they are, you should believe 
them. So because of that, I’m in 
fear for our country and in fear 
for the world. This is a dangerous 
man. People don’t realize it but, 
this guy is very 
dangerous” 
– William Curvey, MC Faculty

“It’s really scary. Consid-
ering what he has said, 
minorities now have to 
really be careful. You 
don’t know what the 
people who elected him 
are going to be doing 
now.” – Saidou Zangre, 
Student

“I thought we were better 
than this, by that I mean, 
as a country. I thought we 
would choose more intel-
ligently, but I was wrong. 
It’s very disappointing. 
Extremely disappointing”         
- Anonymous, Professor

“I’m just upset” – Anonymous

By Vidale Barsir 

“I smile when I see the occasional Clinton sticker.  As an educator, I’m saddened that facts don’t seem to mean anything to a large seg-
ment of our society and that no matter what someone says, if people like the person speaking, they believe it -- even when there is clear 
evidence the person is lying or making things up. I want critical thinking to be popular again. As a woman, I can’t believe we have elected 
a man who admits to groping women and a vice president who seems to want women to live in the 50s and resume the roles we typically 
had then. As a minority, I worry about the alt-right and the divisive nature of the election. Why don’t we like experienced people? If she 
had been a man, would that have made a difference? She was definitely held to a standard that Trump was not.“ – Anonymous, Professor
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     President-Elect Donald Trump has 
succeeded in a victory citizens seem to 
be either strongly for or against. Trump 
has won the Electoral College vote with 
290 electoral votes while Hillary Clinton 
has 232 Electoral College votes. To 
become the president-elect, a candidate 
needs 270 Electoral College votes, 
which Mr. Trump has. Now people are 
wondering what is the Electoral College. 
One student at Montgomery College 
says it is one of the most misleading 
confusing ways of voting. The people’s 
vote does count, just not in the way 
many may think. The Electoral College 
is a system that originates from the Ro-
man Republic.  In the Roman Republic, 
which meant that one vote represented 
100 people, similar to an electoral vote. 
Also, the selection of the pope was 
decided this way through the Cardinal 
College of the Roman Catholic Church.    
     The Founding fathers of the United 
States followed the Catholic Church. 
They decided the Electoral College was 
the best fit for the US. They didn’t want 
the election being decided solely by 
Congress due to potential corruption by 
outside entities and to provide a fair 
number of votes to the candidates 
without relying on the popular vote, 
which can be skewed due to implicit 
bias. Electoral Delegates are distributed 
based on the state’s population and the 
number of congressional districts rep-
resenting those people. The number of 
Electoral Delegates each state receives 
is the same number of seats the states 
hold in the House of Representatives 
and the Senate combined. Altogether, 

there are 538 electoral votes in the 
Electoral College. Article II, section 1, 
clause 2 of the U.S. Constitution declares 
that neither a Senator nor Representa-
tive, or person holding an Office of Trust 
or Profit under the United States, can be 
appointed an Elector. Electors are gener-
ally chosen through two processes. The 
first process is when each state chooses 
the potential electors. The state’s 
political parties control the selection of 
electors. This nomination mainly hap-
pens at political conventions or through 
the party’s Central committee votes. 
     The second method for choosing 
electors is when citizens cast their votes. 
As a vote for a presidential candidate is 
cast, so is the vote for the elector who 
supports that candidate. In some states, 
potential elector names are shown 
on the ballots below the presidential 
candidate they support. 
     A state with a large population, such 
as New York, which has 31 electoral 
votes, has more electoral votes than a 
less populated state such as Wyoming, 
which has 3 electoral votes. This gives 
the states a proportionate number of 
votes reflective of their population, not 
area. Although this may be how the 
votes are counted, every state with the 
exception of Maine and Nebraska uses a 
“winner takes all” system, which means 
whichever candidate wins the majority 
vote wins the entire state. Maine and 
Nebraska use the Congressional District 
Method, which means that the winner of 
each district is given one electoral vote 
and the remaining 2 electoral votes are 
given to the winner of the state-wide 

vote. Only these two states have started 
using this method. Maine has done this 
since 1972 and Nebraska since 1996.
Although Mr. Trump may have won the 
Electoral College, Secretary Clinton still 
has won the popular vote with more 
than 2 million more votes than Mr. 
Trump. Because of this, many people 
believe the Electoral College has run 
its course and should be replaced. With 
protestors stepping out in the streets 
across the nation to protest the election, 
hope for change is still in the air for 
many. States have until December 13, 
2016 to make final decisions for electors 
chosen by state. That’s six days before 
the meeting of electors. In addition, 

Green Party candidate Jill Stein has 
filed for a voter recount in Michigan, 
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. 
     She told Anderson Cooper on CNN 
her reasons for wanting a recount, 
“What we have are predictors that if 
tampering took place, it would be most 
likely to be discovered in the three 
states where we are looking,” She has 
raised enough money to pay for the 
recount. She does not think that the 
recount will change the outcome of the 
election. January 6, 2017, Congress will 
officially count the votes and whichever 
candidate wins 270 or more electoral 
votes wins the presidency. If neither 
of the candidates have that number of 

The Electoral College and Your Vote
By Rachel Fulla

     On Tuesday November 8th 
2016, Americans voted for who 
will be the next president of 
the United States. People are 
calling it the most “polarizing” 
election in the history of the 
country. Many young people, 
who’ve never voted did so for 
the first time this election; some 
without knowledge of what the 
electoral college is and/or its 
significance. I sat down to talk 
with a Montgomery College 
student, Ninsi to get a sense of 
how she is feeling after results of 
the election.

Can you start with your 
name age and where you 
are from?
My name is Ninsi Alvarez, I’m 18 
years old. I was born and raised in 
Maryland, but my parents are both 
from El Salvador. 

votes, then the 12th Amendment of the 
Constitution states the House of 
Representatives chooses the next 
President while the Senate chooses the 
next Vice President. 
     Students here at Montgomery 
College are definitely becoming more 
involved. According to the Pew Research 
Center, Millennials (people ages 18-35) 
make up about 31% of the electorate, 
which is a large percentage, but they  
also have the lowest voter turnout. 
     People who are unhappy with the 
results can make sure they vote in 
the next election and encourage their 
friends to vote. Or as President Obama 
said, “Don’t Boo, Vote!””

Photo taken from: http://www.270towin.com/presidential_map_new/maps/lj3g2.png

Donald Trump is now 
going to be the 45th presi-
dent of the United States, 
how do you feel about 
that?
I feel scared.
Can you elaborate?
I feel scared for my neighbors who 
are not legally here. I feel scared for 
my extended family members who 
don’t have the necessary paperwork. 
People are being more vocal with their 
hateful comments towards minorities 
and that isn’t right. 
Were you surprised by the 
outcome of the election?
This election opened my eyes to all 
the racism that is still going on in this 
country and the division that is going 
on between the 2 parties. The polls 
mislead me to believe that Hillary was 
going to be the clear winner so when 
that didn’t happen, I was disappointed 
in the country.

Almost Half of Eligible 
Voters Did not Vote in This 
election, how does that 
make you feel?
I’m just pissed because if they would 
have voted it might have made a 
difference. People don’t realize that 
their vote matters, especially in the 
states like Florida where the race was 
so close and those votes could have 
made a difference.  I thought America 
was better than this.
What do you think about 
3rd parties? Some 
people are saying that 
those people “wasted” 
their votes and they could 
have made a difference. 
Do you agree?
I do think they are wasted votes 
because those candidates never had a 
chance of winning, but I admire them 
because they are voting for the person 
they believe in. 

Hillary Clinton got more 
popular votes, but not 
enough Electoral College 
votes, so she still doesn’t 
win. Is that right?
No, it’s not right. If she got more votes 
than she should be president, because 
that is a better representation of what 
the country wants. 
Going forward, will you 
vote again?
I will vote because the election process 
is important, and if I don’t vote I can’t 
judge others who don’t vote. I feel like 
a lot of young people  don’t under-

stand how important these elections 
are for the future of the country. 

After speaking with Ninsi, it was 
clear that she was disappointed. 
Not necessarily because she 
voted for the losing candidate 
but more so because of what 
the winning candidate stands 
for. It is clear that this country 
is divided and there is no way 
to please everyone. It will most 
definitely be interesting to see 
how the next 4 years play out.

Election Interview with Ninsi Alvarez
By Richard Marton

Photo taken from: https://morguefile.com/search/morguefile/1/Vote/pop 
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By Vidale Barsir

     On November 14, 2016, 
hundreds of MCPS high school 
students participated in a walk 
out of their classes in protest of 
Donald J. Trump winning the 
2016 Presidential Election. 
Having made its way to down-
town Silver Spring, near the 
TPSS campus, the walk-out 
included students from North-
wood, Wheaton, Montgomery 
Blair, John F. Kennedy and 
Albert Einstein High Schools. 
     Many young people 
organized peaceful protests at 
the Trump International Hotel in 
Washington, D.C.  as well. Excali-
bur Staff writer and photogra-
pher James Lepinsky Contreras 
documented both protests.

Protests 
Ensue after 
2016 
Presidential 
Election
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Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture
By Afnan Abdella

     As the rain poured and the pedes-
trian light flashed, we proceeded to 
cross the street. A geometrically shaped 
building, by the name of the National 
Museum of African American History 
and Culture, appeared ahead of us. 
     As I approached the museum, I no-
ticed the way the intricate detail of the 
building glistened, despite how gloomy 
the dark cloudy weather was that 
day, assuring it to be one of the nicest 
museums I have ever been to. While 
making my way through the security 
checkpoint, I overheard an older African 
American woman in a wheelchair state, 
“I’m glad I got to witness this before 
I passed.” Her sentiment represents 
how monumental this museum is in the 
zeitgeist of American culture as a whole.
After collecting my belongings from the 
security checkpoint, I noticed the sheer 
grandeur and size of the museum. 
     The museum is 409,000 square 
feet with five levels.  I began to look 
all around; I noticed the high ceilings 
and vast walls with astounding art work 
hung from them. 
     I then noticed a wall of names 
dedicated entirely to people who 
contributed to the museum, most no-
ticeably The Oprah Winfrey Charitable 
Foundation being one of the museum’s  
three Pinnacle Donors ($20 million and 
above).  Taking the escalator to the 
second floor with several other museum 
patrons, I began to explore the many 
extraordinary exhibits. A common 
theme of “Making a Way Out of No 
Way” was represented throughout 
several exhibits.  This theme is visually 
celebrated throughout the museum, 
vividly. Through the use of video 

projection, photography, and historical 
artifacts, the African American experi-
ence comes to life as more than just a 
struggle. For generations, African 
Americans have had to survive in The 
United States while also having to 
forcibly accept the distinct, palpable, 
deep-seated level of racial injustice, 
prejudice, and historical political dis-
ownment, which became common in its 
routine. On top of being excluded from 
the fruitful realities of the American 
Dream, every enjoyable aspect of the 
human experience has been made 
difficult for the masses of African 
American citizens of the US to achieve.  
Although common rights like voting, job 
opportunities, housing, medical care, 
jury duty, etc are no longer illegal like 
they once were for the black American 
populous, it’s still hard to forget that not 
too long ago African American were by 
law discriminated, segregated and often 
excluded from many public facilities, all 
due to the color of their skin. Yes, we’ve 
come a long way since, however the 
reality of Systemic racial prejudice still 
lingers. In almost every exhibit there 
was a timeline around the room. 
     This timeline showed the progress 
of the African American community 
through the years.  In order to survive, 
African Americans have had to band 
together to build each other up through 
community, education, business, and 
religious institutions. One of my many 
favorite pieces is a trio of life-sized 
sculptures that represent the 1986 Mex-
ican City Olympic Games protest. These 
bronze sculptures of Tommie Smith, 
John Carlos, Australian Peter Norman 
grounds of racial discrimination – 

during the medal ceremony, where they 
placed 1st and 2nd in the 200 hundred 
meter race respectively – Shoeless, 
dressed in black socks, wearing a single 
black glove, Smith and Carlos raised 
their fists in the air as a symbol of Black 
unity and power. 
     The athletes’ black socks represent-
ing the widespread poverty in African 
communities, while their bowed heads 
represented their payers for their 
African American brethren. Representing 
black pride, Smith wore a black scarf 
around his neck, whilst Carlos wore a 
beaded necklace, which he stated was 
for “individuals that were lynched or 
killed and that no-one said a prayer for, 
that were hung and tarred. It was for 
those thrown off the side of the boats 

in the Middle Passage.” Moreover all 
three contestants wore human rights 
badges on their jackets to protest for 
human rights. This piece resonated 
with me because it is such a powerful 
image. During a time for their personal 
celebration, Smith and Carlos protested 
on behalf of their black brothers and 
sisters who were suffering, using the 
fist, a monumental symbol to this day. 
I could see the progress we have made 
just by walking around the museum 
watching all the races come together 
to read about the past and think about 
the future. As we stand on the shoulders 
of the people who stood up for us, we 
maintain power. Power meaning the 
ability to regain our dignity and our 
pursuit to happiness. As Martin Luther 

King Jr. stated, “Power at its best is love 
implementing the demands of justice, 
and justice at its best is power correcting 
everything that stands against love,” 
and as we continue to demand, we 
continue to progress. 
     From being able to see the yellow 
dress Rosa Parks was sewing on the bus 
before she was arrested to being able 
to witness a black president in office 
today shows how far we have come. The 
National Museum of African American 
History and Culture is a must see mu-
seum. It has much unexplored and un-
hampered, unknown, underrepresented 
African American history, making it an 
eye opening expedition, and a poignant 
example of the African American in The 
United States of America.

The Smithsonian’s National Museum of African American History and Culture facade. The building is designed by esteemed black architects David Adjaye, J. Max Bond, 
Jr and Philip Freelon. Completed in 2016, the museum is said to be approx. 409,000 Square feet, and cost a reported $305,760,000” Photo taken by Afnan Abdella.

Exploring King Street Gallery
By James Lepinsky Contreras

     On the pedestrian bridge that 
connects the Student Services building 
to the Jesup Blair Park, the latter side 
of campus is a much quieter location. 
Many students at Montgomery College 
spend their time inside the Cafritz Arts 
Center on King St facing Georgia Ave, 
but they seem to always walk past the 
King Street Gallery, inside the Cafritz 
building. While it cannot be missed, it 
is a small gallery hall that offers many 
interesting pieces that change over 
time. The first exhibit I experienced 
thoroughly was a series entitled Fiber/
Re:Active, and was created by three 
artists: Patterson Clark, Kate Kretz, and 
Catherine Day. They are not students 
at Montgomery College, but rather pro-
fessional artists residing in the greater 
Washintgon, D.C. area. When pacing 
around the gallery, what really crossed 

my sightline were two silk dresses 
hanging from the top of the ceiling, 
and an embroidery of a velvet heart. 
     These three pieces were created by 
artist Kate Kretz. In addition to Kretz’s 
pieces, I noticed many satin pigment 
prints of various photographs, all 
created by Catherine Day. However, as 
I stared and paced through the gallery, 
the question that ran through my mind 
was: what does all of this mean? 
According to the description on the 
official King Street Gallery website, the 
art is a reflection of environmental de-
cay and social change, and the fragility 
of the environment around humans 
from day to day.
     On the wall adjacent to the gallery, I 
noticed what looked like giant posters of 
pictures that were damaged by a printer 
running out of ink; to my surprise that 

is exactly what they were. The photos 
are elusive and ambiguous because art-
ist Isabel Gouveia manipulates photos 
using a digital printer. But again, what 
does it mean? During her exhibition of 
the aptly-titled series Processed Entropy, 
Gouveia describes just that: a represen-
tation of environmental deterioration. 
     The themes of entropy and change 
in environment over time is tackled very 
boldly and almost in a visceral sense, 
and are shared throughout all artists. 
A new exhibition entitled Landmarks, 
by the Washington Sculptors Group, 
premiered at the King Street Gallery the 
same night. Instead of environmental 
entropy, their fixation was also based on 
the theme of change, but this time was 
a nostalgia trip of historical and political 
landmarks. The topics ranged from 
women’s suffrage to the advancement 
of topography. During the presentation, 
curator Claudia Rousseau and the rest 
of the Washington Sculptors Group 
described the idea of a landmark as 

a “marker of a change of personal 
direction,” while also adding that a 
landmark can be anything, tangible or 
intangible, including totems, flags, and 
even glow-in-the-dark trees in a box.
     In the gritty nature of the pieces of 
Fiber/Re:Active, the illustrious 
presentation of totems in Landmarks, 
and the perplexing photos of Processed 
Entropy, the idea of change and disin-
tegration was omnipresent. However, it 
should be noted that the mesmerizing 
pieces displayed in the King Street 
Gallery represent an idea that art is all 
around the students, and it is all based 
on the idea that times are changing. 
For students to actively walk around the 
galleries on their breaks to observe the 
art would open up new ideas. 
     There is something to be learned 
from just glancing at the art; by 
questioning things, viewers may lead to 
conclusions that could help change the 
world. That is the power of art, right in 
the hallways of Montgomery College.

This featured piece by Patterson Clark was created 
using wood, paper and pigments from Amur Hon-
eysuckle. Photo taken by James Lepinsky Contreras.
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On October 4, 2016, 
Hurricane Matthew 
touched ground 
in Haiti days after 
his intense rain, 

flooding, and destruction brought utter 
melee and devastation to much of the 
Caribbean. Described as a humanitarian 
crisis, Hurricane Matthew is Haiti’s 
second natural disaster in less than a 
decade, just a mere six years after the 
massive 7.0 magnitude earthquake in 
January of 2010. While it is unclear how 
or why such catastrophes continue to 
afflict the tiny third-world nation, one 
thing is for sure, the Haitian people are 
resilient. One can assume the Haitian 
people are some of the most unbreak-
able in the world. Survivors.
     Excalibur Staff photographer, Nicolas 
Léger details his experience living in 
Haiti during the earthquake in 2010. 
His first-hand account may bring some 
insight into the lives of people who have 
had to face tragedy and despair as a 
nation, not once but twice. Read his 
harrowing account below

The Long Walk Home
By Nicolas Léger

     I was getting back home after a long 
day at school. It was around 4:30 in the 
afternoon in the streets of 
Port-au-Prince, the capital of Haiti, 
where people were rushing to get their 
children back from school or rushing 
to the markets to get food ready for 
supper. There was already this delightful 
smell of fried plantain and pork in the 
air, giving me more strength to get back 
home as soon as possible. At this time, 
I was living in Turgeau, a high hill of 
the capital, a place that is the residency 
of many diplomatic people and where 
at the top one could see the radio and 
television antennas serving the city. At 
around 4:53 in the afternoon, while 
I was walking in my neighborhood, 
I felt the ground shaking; it was like 
being seated on the back of a mad bull. 
Suddenly, all the houses around me 
collapsed amidst the chaos of people 
howling and the harsh cracking of 
concrete. This huge wave of concrete 
dust disabled our eyesight for around 
35 minutes.
     “ Anmwey…au secours…Jesus…” 
one could hear in all this madness. No 
one could see anything after the 40 
seconds of this devastating earthquake, 
but we were able to hear the people 
under the concrete jungle screaming 
with pain. As I regained my balance, I 
ran back home to see if everyone was 

Haitian 
Devastation 
By Vidale Barsir 

ok, but the building of 25 floors where 
I was living was flat down like the other 
ones all around the metropolitan area. I 
screamed, “Mama…Mama.” The more I 
looked for my mom, the more I realized 
that she was gone. While I was looking 
for her, I heard other people calling out 
for help. As it was in January, the sun 
went down very early, and with this 
sandstorm like dust particles in the air, 
it was very hard to help someone on 
that day. That night was the coldest of 
our lives. My neighbors and I had lost 
many parents and relatives; we were 
powerless to effectively help the ones 
trapped under the ground, and we were 
homeless. Even though the sky was 
clear, the pollution from the explosions 
of pipelines and gas stations released 
thick noxious fumes into the sky, block-
ing the glowing stars.
     Then came January the 13th. My 
neighbor, Concha, woke me up. “Nicolas 
wake up.” It was already 6:15 and the 
sun was rising. There was no rooster 
on that day to wake us up; I guess they 
were all dead or they had fled the area. 
My long journey then began. All the 
trees were up; it was like being in an 
apocalyptic movie where the vegetation 
was flourishing, but all the human 
infrastructures were demolished. I guess 
that Mother Nature won against us with 
her 7.0 magnitude earthquake. Thanks 
to god, the day before, as I was getting 
back from school, I had with me my 
water container that I had refilled with 
the clean water that one of my neigh-
bors was giving away, and thanks to 

my Mom, Josie, I always had extra food 
in my backpack. As I was having my 
breakfast of leftovers, I realized that I 
was the only one eating, so I decided to 
share with a little girl who had a broken 
leg, who had been extracted from the 
débris. After my energizing meal, I went 
back to this hole in the ground I used to 
call home. There was a part of my room 
that was still accessible, so I got inside 
in order to get some of my items, which 
included some cash, a family picture, 
and a penknife. From my backpack, 
I threw away my school notebooks in 
order to make more space for some 
of my belongings that I found, while 
keeping my schoolbooks. 
     Soon I was walking in my neigh-
borhood; I was walking to evaluate the 
damages of that tremor and perhaps 
help someone in need; I had a Thermos 
full of drinkable water and some 
snacks in my backpacks. “Thank you 
Jesus; you are safe” I heard while I 
was wandering around. It was one of 
my mom’s friends, Sheila, her voice 
emotive and sad. The next thing I knew 
was that she had lost her aunt and that 
she was going to drive with her sister to 
her brother’s home that was nearby my 
cousin’s place. I was so confused for a 
15-years-old in this chaos: my Mom was 
missing and people were screaming. 
Streams of blood ran down the streets 
and the air was filled with the smell of 
rotten flesh as the sun was rising.
     Six years later after this terrible 
event, I still recall how my Mom used 
to look like, how so many people that I 

knew disappeared in that heartbreaking 
afternoon. As a survivor, my role is now 
to make sure that the future genera-
tions will learn from this engineering 
disaster that led to the death of 
thousands. So many innocent people 

died because of human negligence. As 
humans, our function is to make of this 
world a better place to live in, by laying 
down solid foundations for the future 
generations. I hope that Hispaniola will 
be ready for the next quake.

Excalibur Staff Photographer Nicolas Léger photographing County Councilman Isiah Ike Leggett.

Photo taken by: Nicolas Léger

Photo taken by:  Dieu Nailo Chery. Photojournalist based in Haiti for the Associated Press. TWITTER/@CheryHaiti
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Joy of Cherry Blossom

Smoke Bombs

Marija Banovic

Student Art Showcase

Sunflower Lady, 10/4/2016

Kung Fu Black Out!, 10/2/2016

Khali M. Johnson

Girl with the paint, 07/2016

BW Lady, 10/2016

Nicolas Léger

The Excalibur is always looking to feature student 
art. Want to see your poetry, paintings, and draw-
ings featured in the Excalibur, submit your work 
to our email, MC.Excalibur.Tp@gmail.com.



We Exist, Too!
Custom Art Piece commissioned for 
The Excalibur December 2016 issue 
Acrylic painting by Khali M. Johnson



VIdaLE 
RefERenCEs

References will be provided upon
request.









“You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm
not the only one. I hope someday

you'll join us. And the world will
live as one.”

–John Lennon
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